
Mastercard Digital Enablement
Service—Customer Impact of MDES for
Merchants Program—Update
Topic(s): Mastercard Digital Enablement Service

May Apply To: Acquirers Issuers Processors

Summary: Mastercard is offering tokenization to electronic commerce
(e-commerce) merchants using the Mastercard Digital
Enablement Service (MDES), securing card-on-file transactions
with an EMV-like cryptogram.

Action Indicator: R Customer must register to have access to product or
service

Effective Date: 13 November 2017—technical updates required for optional
participation in the MDES for merchants program in the
U.S. region. For all other regions, effective dates will be
communicated in a future announcement.

Background
In previous Global Operations Bulletins and MDES Operations Bulletins,
Mastercard published information about our planned approach to merchant
card-on-file tokenization. To help ensure customers have information
necessary to prepare for participation in the card-on-file tokenization service,
named MDES for merchants, we are publishing this article to further clarify
program details.

The information in this bulletin is a full replacement and supersedes the
article “Mastercard Digital Enablement Service—Issuer Impact of Card-on-File
Tokenization for Merchants and Commerce Platforms” published in Global
Operations Bulletin No. 9, 1 September 2016.

Program Overview
The MDES for merchants program allows a participating merchant to request
tokenization of Primary Account Numbers (PANs) that they currently store and
link to their customer’s account. The merchant may then replace the PAN that
they store on their systems with an MDES-provided cloud-based token for
additional transaction usage. The merchant will use the token instead of the
PAN to initiate electronic commerce (e-commerce) transactions and pass them
to their acquirer for processing a PAN.
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MDES for merchants leverages existing Mastercard Cloud-Based Payments
(MCBP) and Digital Secure Remote Payment (DSRP) technologies to secure
tokenized transactions with dynamic cryptograms. The inclusion of dynamic
data in the transaction enables domain restriction controls to be applied
to enhance security and reduce the impact of data breaches. Because
these technologies and format specifications are already in use with other
tokenization services, issuers and acquirers who support them today may
benefit from a streamlined implementation process.

Based on the regional effective date for the program, issuers can optionally
participate in the MDES for merchants program in order to tokenize their PANs
currently on file with a merchant. Once enabled, issuers will support all
merchants participating in MDES for merchants program.

NOTE

MDES for merchants leverages the current merchant capabilities for customer
authentication for checkouts and customer account management, while
providing tokenization as additional security to protect stored cards from
attacks. MDES for merchants transactions follow standard e-commerce liability
position. All transactions originating from MDES for merchants-participating
Token Requestors (merchants) will have merchant fraud liability position.
Token Requestors and their acquirers do not receive chargeback protection
for fraudulent transactions performed using MDES for merchants tokens
(browser-based e-commerce or in-app purchases) under several chargeback
reason codes. For information about how these transactions are identified and
their liability position and processing impact, refer to the Chargeback Guide and
to the Release 17.Q4 announcement “AN 1001—Electronic Commerce Security
Level Indicator Validation.”

MDES Customers and Participants
MDES for merchants connects issuers and e-commerce merchants. Eligible
merchants enroll as Token Requestors under the Digital Activity Customer
(DAC) category and benefit from connectivity to all participating Mastercard
issuers, allowing Mastercard cards to be digitized into their databases.
Mastercard acts as the trusted partner of both issuers and merchants globally,
managing the integration between these parties. The following diagram shows
the relationship between the main MDES for merchants participants.

MDES participants include:

• Merchant/Token Requestor (for MDES for merchants program)
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– Initiates and requests digitization of its cardholders’ PANs, and stores
the MDES-generated tokens securely

– (Optional) Uses the issuer’s card art (supplied by MDES during
digitization) to show a representation of the digitized card to the
cardholder

– Requests and securely stores DSRP cryptograms from MDES

– When a cardholder initiates a transaction, uses the cardholder’s token
(instead of their PAN) and DSRP cryptogram to send a tokenized
transaction to the acquirer or payment processor

– When a merchant initiates recurring or partial shipment transactions,
uses the token (instead of PAN) to send a tokenized transaction to the
acquirer or payment processor. No cryptogram is required for these
categories of transactions

– May also, optionally, perform SecureCode cardholder authentication
on tokenized transactions

– Manages the lifecycle of tokens

• Acquirer/Acquirer Processor

– Processes DSRP transactions submitted by the merchant or Payment
Gateway, and routes them via the Mastercard Network to the issuer

– Supports the specific changes to enable SecureCode for MDES tokens,
if the merchant performs SecureCode cardholder authentication for
tokenized transactions

– Sends the correct Security Level Indicator (SLI) for tokenized
transactions to ensure correct liability position

• MDES

– Tokenization Service—Generates a unique token to replace a
cardholder’s Account PAN

– Digitization (Provisioning)—Prepares and sends the token and
associated credentials and data to the merchant database.

– Card Image Repository—A Mastercard repository of issuer card art and
related textual data to be displayed in the merchant user interface and
associated configuration data

– Transaction Validation and Token to Account PAN Mapping—Validates
each Mastercard tokenized transaction and cryptogram, applies
token controls, and maps the token back to the Account PAN before
forwarding the transaction to the issuer

• Issuer/Issuer Processor

– Specifies the account ranges within Bank Identification Numbers (BINs)
that are onboarded to MDES for digitization, enables those BINs for the
MDES for merchants program, and provides related data, such as card
art. Issuers may choose to exclude particular account ranges from
digitization
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– Configures rules and interacts with MDES during each digitization
request, via pre-digitization messages, to determine whether the
digitization (tokenization) can occur

– (Optional) Authenticates the cardholder (in an out-of-band process)
prior to approving tokenization, to verify that the genuine cardholder
intended to store their card details with the merchant

– Authorizes or declines the tokenized transactions that have been
validated by MDES

– Manages the lifecycle of tokens

Key Benefits
The service may benefit merchants by:

• Facilitating a potentially higher expected approval rate for transactions, by
using Mastercard tokens and cryptographically secured DSRP transactions.
An optional additional cardholder authentication step, once made available
and if performed, may help to further increase the approval rate.

• Enabling tokens to continue to transact as long as the underlying account
remains open and in good standing. Using the token instead of the
Account PAN means that issuer card replacement is seamless to merchants
using tokens.

• Allowing the merchant to control the consumer experience, including
which additional cardholder authentication methods in the future to
support, when to perform that authentication, and keeping the consumer
within a merchant user experience throughout that authentication process.

The service may benefit issuers by:

• Improving the security of transactions by replacing Account PANs with
tokens and requiring a cryptogram for every transaction.

• Reducing risk of fraud in the event of a data breach. Breaches of
tokenized credentials would not necessitate replacement of the physical
card, as tokens cannot be used outside of the assigned Token Requestor.
Conversely, replacement of the physical card would not impact tokenized
credentials, as the Account PAN is updated centrally within MDES, so that
consumers would not be required to update payment details stored with
tokenized merchants.

• Driving transactions by helping to provide a better consumer experience
and potentially lower cart abandonment.

Technical Support Requirements
The MDES for merchants program has several technical support requirements.
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Wallet Identifier and Token Requestor Identifier—Merchant
Tokenization

The MDES for merchants tokenization program has a fixed Wallet Identifier
(DE 48 [Additional Data—Private Use], subelement 26 [Wallet Program Data],
subfield 1 [Wallet Identifier]), value = 327.

This Wallet Identifier allows issuers to identify digitization requests and
transactions relating to the MDES for merchants program. The Wallet Identifier
value 327 identifies the program, not a specific merchant. Messages relating
to all merchants participating in the program share this same common Wallet
Identifier.

Every enrolled merchant will be assigned a unique Token Requestor Identifier
(DE 48, subelement 33, subfield 6). New Token Requestor Identifier values
are assigned and implemented by Mastercard as merchants are enrolled in the
program on an ongoing basis.

Issuers must allow new Token Requestor Identifier values to be accepted,
including but not necessarily limited to:

• Pre-digitization

• Transaction processing

By participating in MDES for merchants, issuers will be enabled at all
participating merchants—issuers cannot opt in and out of specific merchants.
During pre-digitization, the issuer may decide whether or not to approve
or decline a digitization request by examining the data contained in the
request to assess specific risks associated with the given cardholder account.
If an issuer wants to apply authorization response rules based on a specific
merchant, Mastercard recommends that the issuer apply those rules on the
purchase transaction rather than on the tokenization request. This allows
the tokenization process to proceed transparently between the merchant and
Mastercard, without unnecessary disruption to the cardholder experience.

MCBP and MCBP Token Type

MDES for merchants tokens are Mastercard Cloud Based Payment (MCBP)
tokens, identified with the following values:

• Token Type = DE 48, subelement 33, subfield 1, value = H (MCBP)

• Storage Technology = Server

These identifiers are consistent with values already utilized for MCBP wallet
solutions available today. Merchants, acquirers, and issuers participating in the
program must support all processes and messages relating to the MCBP token
type, including but not necessarily limited to:

• Pre-digitization

• Transaction processing

• Token lifecycle management
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MCBP technical specifications were originally published in the following
2015 release articles, and have been incorporated into the MDES Technical
Specifications manual:

• “Global 571—Mastercard Digital Enablement Service Cloud-Based
Payments,” Release 15.Q1

• “Global 573—Mastercard Digital Enablement Service Pre- and
Post-Digitization Messages Enhancements,” Release 15.Q2

Unless explicitly stated otherwise, the remainder of this article will focus on
the technical impact of merchant tokenization using the MCBP token type.

Channel Locking Criteria

The combination of appropriate use of point of sale (POS) entry mode, MDES
for merchants Wallet Identifier (WID), and token type allow Mastercard to limit
the use of these tokens only to MDES for merchants participants as follows:

• POS entry mode = DE 22, value = 81

• WID = DE 48, subelement 26, value = 327

• Token Type = DE 48, subelement 33, subfield 1, value = H (MCBP)

The presence of these indicators uniquely identifies MDES for merchants
transactions and distinguishes them from MDES transactions made with other
tokenized solutions. This allows Mastercard to perform channel locking on the
e-commerce transaction type, ensuring that tokens assigned to the MDES for
merchants Wallet ID are restricted to use within the program.

Pre-Digitization

Issuers should be aware that the MDES for merchants digitization process does
not require cardholder participation. This is unlike device-based wallets, where
the cardholder initiates and is actively engaged in the digitization process
as the credentials are provisioned to their device. When a merchant Token
Requestor digitizes its cards on file under the MDES for merchants program,
the cardholder may or may not be available at the time of digitization, and may
or may not be aware of the digitization process taking place. Issuers should
not assume that the cardholder is aware of the Token Requestor performing
digitization with his or her cards on file stored with that merchant.

When a Token Requestor digitizes a card, MDES sends a Tokenization
Authorization Request (TAR) message, an Account Status Inquiry (ASI)
message, or an Authorize Service API message to the issuer, depending on
issuer enablement configuration.

If the issuer does not respond to the pre-digitization message (TAR, ASI, or
Authorize Service), MDES will not retry the request with a second message.

No Tokenization Eligibility Request (TER) message is sent regardless of whether
or not issuers are configured to receive the TER message for other programs.
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Once the tokenization process is complete, the token is created and becomes
activated and available for payments. The issuer receives a Tokenization
Complete Notification (TCN) message or Notify Service Activated API message
identifying the token depending on existing issuer enablement configurations.
As the token is automatically activated, the Number of Activation Attempts
subfield in the TCN message and the numberOfActivationAttempts value in the
Notify Service Activated API will always be set to 0.

Terms and conditions are not presented to or accepted by the cardholder at
the time of digitization. The following data are not applicable and will not be
provided in the Notify Service Activated API:

• termsAndConditionsAssetId

• termsAndConditionsAcceptedTimestamp

Some issuers currently generate cardholder notification letters or emails based
on receipt of the TCN message. These notifications alert cardholders that
their card has been added to a specific wallet. Issuers may need to review
their internal processes and take appropriate action to disable cardholder
notification messages for the MDES for merchant program.

NOTE

Issuers may need to adjust their internal cardholder notification configurations
if currently generated upon receipt of the TCN message.

Given that additional cardholder authentication will not occur at the time of
digitization, issuers should be aware that the TCN or Notify Service Activated
API message will be received before a Request Activation Method API message,
an Activation Code Notification (ACN) message, or Deliver Activation Code API
message. Refer to the Cardholder Authentication section that follows for more
detail about the timing of additional cardholder authentication.

Wallet Provider Account Data

Some of the data that is passed by the Wallet Provider in DE 124 for other
MDES device wallets will be optional for Merchant Token Requestors.
Therefore, issuers must be able to process the tokenization message of their
choice—TAR, ASI, or Authorize Service—without requiring the following data:

• Cardholder Name

• Security Code (card validation code 2 [CVC 2])

• Address Verification Service (AVS) Data, such as billing address or postal
code

• Device Name

• Device Type

• Form Factor

• Operating System Name

• Operating System Version Number
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• Device Serial Number

• International Mobile Equipment Identity (IMEI)

• Mobile Subscriber Integrated Services Digital Network (MSISDN)

• Device Score

• Payment App Instance ID
NOTE

This data may be optionally provided by Token Requestors when available, but
issuers must not systematically decline digitization requests without this data.

Cardholder Authentication

In response to a tokenization request from a merchant Token Requestor, an
issuer may respond with any of the following three options which are defined
for use in all MDES solutions:

• Approve—DE 39 = 00; the digitization process will proceed to activation.

• Approve, but require additional authentication—DE 39 = 85; the digitization
process will proceed. As indicated in the MDES—Technical Specifications
for Dual and Single Message Systems, this response code allows for tokens
to be provisioned in an active state, prior to cardholder authentication
being performed.

• Decline—DE 39 = 05; card digitization is declined.

Under the MDES for merchants program, when the issuer responds with either
the 00 or 85 response code in DE 39, a token will be created and mapped
to the PAN in active status. A token will not be assigned when the issuer’s
response is a decline value of 05.

With the initial launch of the MDES for merchants program, the technical
functionality to support additional cardholder authentication methods will
not be available to merchant Token Requestors. However, Mastercard plans
to introduce the functionality in a future announcement, following EMVCo’s
completion of requirements for the Token Assurance values.

Issuers should plan to support the pre-digitization message flows that will
be utilized in both the current and future phases, understanding that the
merchant-initiated cardholder authentication functionality will become
available after the issuer has implemented the program:

• Current—No cardholder authentication functionality is available to Token
Requestors

• Future—Token Requestors may optionally support the cardholder
authentication functionality, and may initiate the request at any time
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In both current and future phases, cardholder authentication does not need to
be completed before active tokens can be used in transactions. Issuers should
expect that some merchants will initiate a cardholder authentication request
at a later time after digitization is completed. The table below illustrates how
the handling of cardholder authentication requests is different with MDES for
merchants tokens compared to those in device wallet solutions.

Device Wallets MDES for Merchants

Issuer
Digitization
Response Token Status

Cardholder
Authentication Token Status

Cardholder
Authentication

00—Approved Active N/A Active N/A

85—Approved,
Require Additional
Authorization

Inactive, until
Authentication is
completed

Pending—required
prior to digitization

Active Pending—may
be initiated by
merchant at a
future time after
the token has
transacted

05—Decline No token created N/A No token created N/A

The MDES Standard Token Implementation Plans document provides a detailed
list of required and optional fields that will be passed to issuers for decisioning
purposes during pre-digitization. When an issuer configures their identity
and verification (ID&V) rules for their participating account ranges, the issuer
should review the Token Implementation Plan detail specific to Merchant
Token Requestors and configure their decisioning rules accordingly.

Transaction Processing

MDES for merchants transactions utilize Digital Secure Remote Payment (DSRP)
technology, which allows the token to be secured with dynamic data validation
during transaction processing. During digitization, Mastercard delivers a unique
Universal Cardholder Authentication Field (UCAF™) cryptogram to the Token
Requestor. The Token Requestor stores the cryptogram and passes it, along
with the token and all required MCBP and DSRP identifiers, to Mastercard for
validation in a purchase authorization request.

Unlike device-based digitization, credentials are not stored on a consumer
device; instead, credentials are stored on a server. With device-based wallets,
the consumer is typically authenticated on the device before the cryptogram is
released by the device to a merchant to initiate a transaction. With tokenized
merchants, the consumer is authenticated by the merchant’s own proprietary
user authentication mechanism (for example, using the user login to the
website) before the merchant releases the cryptogram for a DSRP transaction.
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NOTE

Recurring and partial shipment transactions leveraging card-on-file tokens
are not required to contain UCAF cryptograms. These transactions should
continue to be marked with Security Level Indicator (SLI) value = 247 in DE 48,
subelement 42, whereas original purchase transactions are marked with SLI =
246. For more information refer to “AN 1001—Electronic Commerce Security
Level Indicator Validation,” Release 17.Q4.

Token Assurance Level Values

MDES for merchants tokenization leverages the Token Assurance Level value
(DE 48, subelement 33, subfield 5) to distinguish between tokens that are
“Authenticated” compared with tokens that are “Not Authenticated.” With the
implementation of future enhancements, these values will indicate whether
additional cardholder authentication was completed. However in the current
implementation, because additional cardholder authentication functionality
is not available, the values will reflect the current usage as shown in the
following table.

Token Assurance Level
Value Meaning Current Usage

00 Not Authenticated DE 39 Issuer Response =
00

Any other value Authenticated DE 39 Issuer Response =
85

NOTE

To ensure forward-compatibility, issuers must not expect any specific value for
authenticated tokens. Mastercard reserves the right to use any non-zero value,
and the values used are expected to change in future releases.

When the full definition and final scope of usage for Token Assurance Level
values are finalized by EMVCo, Mastercard will publish updates to MDES for
merchants documentation to reflect the requirements.

Program Documentation

For complete technical specifications related to the MDES for merchants
program, refer to the following articles:
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• “AN 1021—Mastercard Digital Enablement Service for Merchants,” Release
17.Q4

• “AN 1001—Electronic Commerce Security Level Indicator Validation,”
Release 17.Q4

• “Global 588—Mastercard Digital Enablement Service Pre- and
Post-Digitization Messages Clarifications,” Release 16.Q2

• “Global 585—Mastercard Digital Enablement Service: Single Token Account
Range Assignment for Device and Card on File Tokens,” Release 16.Q2

• “Global 593—Mastercard Card on File Tokenization Specifications
Enhancements,” Release 15.Q4

• “Global 596—Introduction and Service Enablement of Mastercard Card on
File Tokenization Specifications,” Release 14.Q4

In addition, the following documents will be available to provide
customer-specific details on implementation and program rules related to the
MDES for merchants program:

Issuers

• Mastercard Digital Enablement Service—Issuer Implementation Guide

• MDES Standard Token Implementation Plans

Merchants

• Mastercard Digital Enablement Service for Merchants—Merchant
Implementation Guide

• MDES API Specification—developer.mastercard.com/

All Customers

• “Revised Standards for Merchant Token Requestors,” Global Operations
Bulletin No. 4, 3 April 2017

Issuer Support Summary

To participate in MDES for merchants program, issuers should support the
following.
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Item Support Requirement

Pre-Digitization New WID 327

Any new TRID value

Token assigned in Active status with “00” or “85”
response

Data in Standard TIP for Merchant Token
Requestors

No TER message

Modify process for Cardholder Notification

Authorization/Clearing New WID 327

Any new TRID value

DSRP transaction data

Recurring and Partial Shipment transaction data

MCBP token type and associated data

New SLI Indicators 246 and 247

Token Assurance Level values

Authorization request on tokens pending
Additional Cardholder Authentication

Issuers that opt-in to support card-on-file tokenization must make the necessary
enhancements to their systems, inclusive of and not limited to default rules and
responses for digitization responses, token lifecycle management, fraud logics
for approving transaction using tokens, customer service support, cardholder
statements, and so on.

Issuers can choose to support MDES for merchants for account ranges they
desire by contacting their Mastercard representative. There is no additional
legal contract or agreement to be executed as long as issuers already participate
in MDES.

Acquirer Support Summary

Acquirers of participating merchants do not have any support requirements
for pre-digitization, as the tokenization process is handled via API integration
between the Token Requester and MDES. Acquirers will need to support the
following data in transaction processing messages.

Item Support Requirement

Authorization/Clearing New WID 327

Any new TRID value

DSRP transaction data

Recurring and Partial Shipment transaction data

MCBP token type and associated data

New SLI Indicators 246 and 247

Token Assurance Level values
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Additional Program Information
Additional program information about MDES for merchants is as follows.

Card Art Support and Associated Data

Token Requestors may display artwork and card texts of the cardholder’s
digitized card in the Token Requestor interface to provide a rich visual
experience, subject to Mastercard digital brand guidelines. Existing card art
associated with product configuration data provided during issuer enablement
is used.

Merchant tokenization does not introduce any new card art requirements on
issuers.

Merchants and issuers are responsible for appropriately adjusting their
consumer-facing Terms and Conditions (if necessary) to support merchant
tokenization per recommendation by their internal counsel.

Transaction Detail Service
Mastercard does not offer a Transaction Detail Service to merchants.

Issuer-Initiated Digitization—Tokenization
Authentication Value
Issuers may use the Tokenization Authentication Value (TAV) with merchant
tokenization, if appropriate. The data structure and processing for the TAV is
unchanged.

Lifecycle Management—Active Tokens
Once tokenization is complete, assigned tokens are always unique, and
mapped to a single PAN in a user account maintained by the merchant.

• If the same PAN is tokenized for two user accounts, there will be two
different tokens

• If two different PANs are tokenized for the same user account, there will be
two different tokens

For tokens digitized to a server, MDES maintains a fixed limit of 99 active or
suspended tokens per PAN and Token Requestor Identifier combination.

Deactivated tokens do not count toward the defined limits.

Tokens may be suspended/unsuspended/deactivated independently by:

• Token Requestor

• Issuer
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Cardholders may initiate account closure with their issuer or merchant (Token
Requestor). In the event of cardholder-initiated account delete, both the Issuer
and the Token Requestor can facilitate a delete token function with MDES, and
corresponding token event notification will be sent by MDES to all participating
parties (excluding the cardholders should remain token-unaware).

For MDES for merchants tokenization, the Number of Active Tokens for
the Primary Account Number subfield in the following messages will be
spaced-filled:

Dual Message (Authorization):

• DE 124 (Member-defined Data) in Authorization
Request/0100—Tokenization Authorization

• DE 124 in Authorization Request/0100—Tokenization Complete Notification

• DE 120 (Record Data) in Administrative Advice/0620—Issuer Token
Notification Advice for Tokenization Complete Notification

Single Message:

• DE 124 in Financial Transaction Request/0200—Tokenization Authorization

• DE 124 in Financial Transaction Request/0200—Tokenization Complete
Notification

• DE 120 in Administrative Advice/0620—Issuer Token Notification Advice
for Tokenization Complete Notification

Token Expiration Date
The token expiration date is set to three years from the digitization date.

Token Maintenance—Token to PAN Mapping
Merchants must be able to transact with a token as long as the underlying
account remains open and in good standing. If the PAN expires or the card is
otherwise replaced, the issuer must update the MDES Mapping Service with the
replacement PAN data, or otherwise maintain continuity of service for tokens.

This is a key benefit for Token Requestors participating in merchant
tokenization to ensure that card replacement is seamless to merchants using
tokens, and to drive continued transactions to issuers.

For issuers opted to use Issuer File Update Request/0302—Maintenance
(Token/PAN Update) messages to maintain the Account PAN information
associated with the token, the update should be applied to all tokens regardless
of the token type by using the value A (All MDES Tokens including Card on
File tokens) in DE 120 (Record Data), subfield 1 (Mapping File Indicator).
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PAN information can also be updated using MDES Customer Service Tools or
using the Automatic Billing Updater (ABU). ABU updates automatically apply
to the MDES Mapping Service, effective with Release 16.Q4, as announced
in the article “Global 122—Integration of Automatic Billing Updater and
Mastercard Digital Enablement Service.”

Reporting
Issuers will see merchant token activity through existing MDES reports in
PortfolioAnalytics. Activity will be identified by the Wallet Identifier value 327,
and Token Requestor Identifier values will correspond with the individual
merchants on the program.

Customer Service Tools
Mastercard will communicate any related changes and enhancements to the
MDES Customer Service API and Customer Service Application in a future
bulletin.

Pricing and Fees
Mastercard will communicate any fees that merchants may incur for the service
in a future bulletin.

Questions?
Customers with questions about the information in this article should contact
the Global Customer Service team using the Contact Information provided in
this bulletin.
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